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I hate introductions…you know that part where you are with a 

friend and the friend meets up with another friend and then says, 

hey Blah-Blah meet Bingo-Bingo or something like that and you 

have to smile and then hug…okay that’s taking it too far… or shake 

hands or better still, just wave (makes me wonder why girls love to 

wave a lot), but I guess that’s human business. 

Well, scratch all I have just said…Done that already. 

I intend to start this project on a good note by introducing it…so 

uhm!, well…ehm!...to start with, the pages after these would be 

filled with words and sentences (I am hearing b4 nko, hey chill, e 

no easy to tok to people, lemme take my time).  

I love to imagine things and I’m learning to love to write. Mehn! 

You would be amazed at all the rubbish I have written…saying 

rubbish so that you can underestimate me before I blow ya mind… 

and so it only feels right to put them up, so people can see that 

whenever I am having that nasty look on my face when I am 

cleaning the house (yes, I’m a part-time houseboy) or when I start 

smiling foolishly when am in a bus or walking down the street or 

when I am just sitting down and talking to myself or when I spend 

nearly an hour in the loo, I no dey craze at all. 

There would be stories, then there would be what might look like 

stories, a few liners, some incomplete stuffs, some things that 

don’t/wouldn’t make sense to you or me, something’s you might 

like enough to smile about, some weird pictures and all what not 

but first lemme drop these lines…dey are gonna be some motto or 

something of that nature...u dig??...well, I don’t. 

 

Run today, fight tomorrow 
Die yesterday, Smile forever 

Live now and don’t expect more 
<<<< Word!!>>>> 
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No portion of this “E-blogzine” 

may be reproduced, bought, 

sold, stored in a retrieval 

system, or transmitted in any 

means-electronic, mechanical, 

biological*, photocopied, 

recorded, scanned, or 

whatsoever method technology 

sneaks in with; except for 

brief quotations in critical 

reviews, articles or movies 

including Nollywood without 

prior written, signed, stamped, 

sealed  or whatsoever  process 

that makes it look like the 

official permission of the 

publisher*. 

*Biological…the world is evolving mehn 

*Publisher…that would be me…lol! 
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The Wedding 

MC Belly: Ladies and Gentlemen, 

please can we take our seats. We have 

come to item six on our list…yes! The part 

we have all being waiting for shebi?…Na 

here we go see who dance pass between 

the couple…whether the man can boogie 

more than his wife abi the wife sabi how to 

rock pass…Hehehe!. We would give them 

ten minutes before we join them. Make 

sure say you spray money well, well o! Don’t 

worry CBN no go catch you, that Aboki in 

charge na my brother.  Oya, DJ play ‘♫All I 

want is your waist ♫’.  

 

Woman Thinking: Oh My God! I can’t 

believe this is real. I’m so 

happy…in-short I think I’m the 

luckiest girl today… Ah! See mummy 

laughing, I’m sure that the excitement 

she is filled with won’t let her sleep 

tonight…I don’t blame her joor; after 

all it is not easy. Eeeeh! This DJ 

really knows his work o…the music mix 

is making so much sense, I wonder where 

Mark my love must have gotten him from. 

Let me twist my waist small for them  

 

 

jare…Ehen! Even Mark is enjoying it; 

he can’t help but hold my 

waist…Ooooh! So daddy still invited 

that yeye man, if only he knew the 

man’s ulterior motives, anyway sha, 

let him look, as he can see I am now 

somebody’s property…Property; phew! 

See how funny it sounds. I can only 

thank God that Mark is very 

understanding and that he loves me so 

much. Ah! I was scared that he wasn’t 

going to let me work, that he was going 

to have me just sit at home and play 

the housewife and then the next thing 

is that I would become idle…Idle 

like…Bukky…Mtshew!! Where is she sef? 

Ehen see her there; see how she is even 

looking at me. Was she not the one 

doing nyanga for me when that guy 

proposed to her, Oya where is he now? 

No ring, No husband. Let her continue 

looking, when I throw the bouquet, I 

would make sure I throw it in her 

direction…hehehe…Ah! Mark can dance 

too o. Am I not lucky? After he went to 

talk to mummy the other day and she 

kept on praising him on how good he 
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was…hmmm…he even got that 

presidential suite for us. Tonight 

should be really special…Abeg! He has 

really tried, from getting the 

exquisite engagement ring to getting my 

gown flown in from Italy…he has really 

tried jare, but then he would have to 

wait one more night, after all these 

dancing and jumping I would be too 

tired and I don’t want our first time 

to be bad. Well sha, he has waited 

three years, so what would one day do 

to him. I really thank God that he is 

understanding and loves me…Abeg, let 

me enjoy myself jare…Eeeeh! See 

gbedu… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Man Thinking: Dance! Dance!! 

Dance!!! Haba, aren’t these people 

tired sef? I nearly danced myself to 

death yesterday at the traditional 

marriage…Hmm! This is really 

happening o, as in, there is no going 

back… Mehn! this DJ is good, I thank 

God Obinna used his head this time to 

arrange a good DJ, I wonder if he would 

ask me to pay for it, he had better 

give it to me as a wedding gift 

o…Chai! See Mummy Bola laughing sef, 

I’m sure I fooled her with the good 

boy stance, imagine her telling me she 

wants grand kids fast, fast…haba, I be 

machine?...Ah! So this yeye man came 

around? See how he is looking at 

Bola…let me hold her waist so that he 

would know that she is off-

limits…Ehen! This is how it is 

done…Mtshew! He had better stay off of 
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my property…hehe, property sounds 

nice… See how Bola my love is just 

digging it… It’s good that she wants 

to work; its amusing to imagine that 

she was thinking I was going to let her 

just sit at home doing nothing… no 

way, she must work o, at least that way 

she won’t have to ask me for money all 

the time... I wonder why Bukky is 

looking at me…Ah! Women, they can be 

so evil o. I’m sure Bola would kill 

her if I tell her that Bukky tried to 

corner me last night at the party…as 

if it is not enough that I would be 

watching only one channel, she wants to 

break the aerial of the TV before the 

show even begins…God forbid bad thing 

o!...Abeg all I have is on you my 

love...chai, the way she is twisting 

this her waist ehn, she is just driving 

me insane, anyway sha, it’s not far 

again… Thank God I got that 

presidential suite, if only Bola knows 

how much I paid for it, then she might 

be more appreciative …but it is all 

good sha, at least it would make up for 

the gown that she though was flown 

in…my own is that I didn’t lie to 

her, I only told her that it was flown 

in, she didn’t ask me where, I don’t 

know how she came to the conclusion 

that it was from Italy, or maybe it was 

the made in Italy tag; its all good 

sha…chai! Tonight ehn! …Mehn! Tonight 

would be hot, I am already on 

fire…there is no way I would not be 

hitting on it tonight…Ah! Who would 

have thought that I could wait for 

three years, sha I believe it was worth 

it…Abeg let me groove on, see gbedu 

abeg… 
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The ‘thots’ of a MAD man’s fan #1 

 

“The Joy of a mad man is being happy all the time...so mad men who wear long faces are 

missing out…big time” 

 

 

 

“Sometimes…I envy mad men…i.e. the happy ones. The ones that sit all day talking to 
themselves and smiling and laughing and just being outright happy with themselves and not 
giving a damn about what people say or think… 

BUT 
It is not easy because when I sit, though not all day and I start talking to myself, smiling and 
laughing and just being outright happy with myself and not giving a damn about what people 
say or think; people tend to get envious of me and call me names like mad, crazy, loony…Kai! 
It is hard to understand people” 
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MaU Adventures 
Misplaced Memories 

 

I think memories are one of the coolest things God has blessed us with, because it’s super-cool that 

after a long time or not so long…whatever/whichever…we can vividly recall something that has 

happened in the past and it would make us smile or laugh or cry or frown or scream or whatever your 

memories does to you. 

Now, the only problem is that sometimes these memories are not always complete or clear…I know I 

said vividly earlier, just wipe it off your memory…and in some cases, one can remember some parts of 

what happened or why something happened or who did what or said what…that kinda thing. 

Having said that, the memories I want to share with you  is somewhat incomplete because I mostly 

remember ‘where’ and ‘when’ but not really ‘who said what’ and ‘what who said’…It ain’t my fault, let 

MaU be our Akon. If it’s any relief, it starred my jonsing friends. 

 

Memory # 1 

The time was around 7pm to 8pm to 9pm. I 

can’t remember exactly but I know that it was 

dark and not all the security lights were on. We 

where at MaU’s hospital area. We generally 

called that area OPD, although I think it was 

GOPD, I can’t remember what the letters stood 

for. We were waiting for somebody or 

something, so while at it, we just sat down in 

front of one of the offices or was it a ward 

sef?…I remember it was five of us… and we 

were gisting when we sighted someone 

walking towards us…and  talking on the 

phone. 

Person 1: Wait! Wait! Who be dat? 

Person 2: Wetin? I no see anything o 

Person 1: See nah (he said pointing)…nah 

boy abi nah girl be dat? 

Me: That pesin? (Pointing too) 

Person 3: Nah girl nah 

Person 4: Kai! E no dey waka like girl 

Person 1: …but shey you dey hear the 

voice? 

Person 4: Look nah, you no get eye? 

...The body resemble girl body for your eye? 

Me:  Wait o! E be like say na Boy o 

Person 3: Nah girl na…You no hear the 

voice? … Nah girl be dat (at 

some point she had stopped 

walking and was now talking on 

the phone) 

Person 2: Nah girl be that. See the Nyash. 

You bin no see as she bin dey 

waka? Na girl jare! 

Me: How you take dey see nyash for 

night? …but finally sha, the 

voice nah girl voice  

Person 1: Wait! Wait! Keep quiet. E don 

dey talk again (we were hearing 
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it faintly because of the 

distance and so we had to keep 

quiet to listen closely)…Nah girl 

jare 

Person 4: You sure? …See, E dey waka dey 

come again. 

Person 2: Na wa o! E be like say nah boy o 

The person in question:  (stopping then turning 

towards us) “Hello! I am a girl 

o” (and she walked away) 

**we weren’t drunk or high…In our defense, 

we just forgot she could hear 

us** 

 

Memory #2 

It was one of those evenings when we didn’t 

have anything to do, so we went for a walk…I 

and some other jonsing fella…Going for a 

walk in MaU would mean going round in a 

circle which wasn’t all that big especially 

when one wanted to go for a walk, but sort of 

became big when we had classes to attend 

up-school…We had gone half way when we 

stopped and decided to sit down and pass 

time. We had hardly sat down when 50 cents 

came around. 50 cents was some happy, 

always smiling guy…and by “Happy” I mean 

Gaga, Loony, Nuts, Crazy, Insane…name it. We 

had lots of “Happy” people from MaU psycho 

ward that roamed about freely in MaU then 

and mixed with us. I remember whenever one 

of my lecturers was doing his class devotion 

and wanted to sing “If you are happy and you 

know it, clap your hands…” we kind of 

mouthed other words or fumbled when we 

got to the “happy” part…Back to the 

memory>>> 

Me:  Fifty cents! (I was hailing him) 

50 cents:  Sir! ....haha hahaha! 

Person: Fiddy! (Still hailing him) 

50 cents: Sir! … Haha hahaha! 

Person: How far? Where you dey go? 

50 cents: I dey go…dey say make I dey go, 

I just dey go…blah-blah-blah  

 He didn’t actually say blah-

blah-blah. He said some stuff 

that didn’t make any sense and 

even the ones that made sense 

at the time; didn’t make sense 

after a while. This went on for 

a while with him squatting in 

front of us and smiling as he 

talked. 

Person: How your wife? 

50 cents: I no get wife…haha hahaha! 

Me: You no get wife? 

50 cents: Yes…haha hahaha! 

Person:            How come? What of all those 

other happy girls? What of that 

one wey like to dey do nyanga? 

50 cents: haha hahaha! I no get wife o! 

Me: So you mean say you no dey 

meet any of them. 

50cents: Haha hahaha! No if I meet 

them, dem go beat me. Na 

before wey I get wife. 

Person: Before? 

Me: You get wife before? 
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50 cents: Haha hahaha! Yes, haha 

hahaha! 

Person:  Where she dey? 

50 cents: Haha hahaha! Nah the time 

wey I never come here nah im 

she be my wife. 

Person: So you mean say you no dey 

climb woman? 

50 cents: Haha hahaha! No o! Dem go 

beat me. 

Me: How you take dey do? How you 

dey hold body? 

50 cents: Haha hahaha! Nah the time wey 

my body dey do me one kind, I 

go buy pure water, then I go 

pray say as I dey drink the water 

make my body relax. Nah so I 

dey do… haha hahaha! 

Me: Hmm Fifty Cent. (Hailing him) 

50 cents: Haha hahaha! Sah! 

Person: So you go just drink water like 

that? 

50 cents: Haha hahaha! Yes sah 

 The talk after that was funny and crazy but I 

can’t remember how it ended. We weren’t 

stupid or looking to have a conversation with a 

happy man we were just bored and for that we 

got a happy man’s perspective on how to deal 

with blue balls aka konji. 

Memory #3 

It was late that night, sometime between 

10pm and 2am, it couldn’t have been earlier 

because at 9pm we are mostly looking for 

something to eat and by 3am we are asleep. 

We had gone to class to read so I have to 

assume we were having exams or exams were 

very much around the corner or why else 

would we have packed ourselves off to class to 

read. We were walking in groups to the hostel 

which was a distance. A group was ahead of us 

as and then there were one or two groups 

behind us. To our sides we had tall bushes and 

total darkness everywhere. 

Now I can’t remember which semester it was 

that we were in, but it was in December 

because we were talking about the Chancellors 

cows that would be killed for Christmas suya.  

Person1:    I hope say nah better cow dem 

go kill 

Person2:    Which of those cows be better 

cow? All of them dey happy (happy means 

insane/mad) 

Person2:  E get one wey sabi run up and 

down, e go just dey run anyhow 

Me:         Black one shey? 

Person3: Ehen! Dat black one shey. E get                           

                big horn sef 

Person2:  That cow dey happy joor. 

Person1: One of them even die for road    

  … that was last week 

Person3: Dey don carry am. Wetin you 

think say dem dey sell for 

primo( primo was at then, a 

“classic” restaurant )   

Me:  No wonder dia meat dey big       

anyhow nowadays *we generally lol’ly* 
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Person2:  Na mad cow diseases we dey 

chop 

Me:    E don tei wey I see that black 

cow sef 

Person3:     Ehn! Maybe na im die, maybe 

na im you even chop dis 

morning come dey use 

toothpick dey form big boy 

Me:  …but that cow sef dey craze o! 

Na so I… 

 I can’t remember if I finished 

what I was saying when some 

guy behind us shouted...YAY! 

and we all ran we ran as fast 

as we could, jumping and 

shouting and praying and 

calling God’s name…I was 

shouting ”wait for me” as I 

ran…Someone shouted 

something about mad 

cows…Someone else said “Na 

the cow dem o!”…Someone 

fell…People in front ran when 

we overtook them…People 

behind us nearly overtook 

us…Nobody looked back and 

five minutes later we were in 

front of the hostel where there 

was light; sitting on the 

ground, squatting, standing 

and trying to catching our 

breathes. 

Me:    Na dat black cow shey? I asked 

breathing heavily 

Person1:  Ehn!  E be like so. Shey nah dey 

black cow? 

Person2:    I no see am o. E be like say nah 

the cow wey get big horn 

Me:       Nah the black cow? I even think 

say nah all of them 

Person3:    I no see am o, but e be like say 

nah the black cow 

Everybody was asking the 

same question and then was 

saw a guy running towards us, 

trying to zip up his fly as he 

ran. 

Me:   Nah wetin? Nah the cow shey? 

Pissing Guy:  I no see am o! E be like say nah 

those cows 

Person3:   No be the cows dem? 

Pissing Guy:  I no see any thing o. Nah as 

una run, me sef I run. Una no even wait person 

sef. 

Me:    Wait o…No be you shout? Why 

you come shout? 

Pissing Guy:     I been say make una wait nah. 

Person2:   No…no…wetin been make you 

shout the first time? 

 Pissing Guy:     Oh! Na piss I been dey piss nah. 

I been dey hold am, nah as I release am, na im I 

shout. 

 Me:     Mstchw!  

In our defense, I would say we had dodged 

Tuesday’s jogging by sitting with the ‘sick’ guys 

and so we had to do some exercise but in truth 

I think some people actually caught the mad 

cow disease. 
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2007….THE PRIME OF JONSING 
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Matters Arising: Breast Issues 

 

Moderator: This is the transcript of a dialogue between ‘Me’ and ‘I’.  It is not 

between “Me and I”…as in …not between the “Me” and “I” in Me, but just 

between a “Me” and an “I”…as in…as in…in-short just read it already.  

NB: I also said a few things, so should it still be called a dialogue?? 

Me:  On a very serious note, something should be done about public 

breastfeeding; a law or something should be made…you know just as they did 

with smoking in many places 

I: Come on man, why would you say such a thing? 
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Me:  No, no…don’t get it wrong…I am a total boob’s guy, that’s for sure 

I:  Yeah… 

Me: And I seriously advocate that guys should wake up and see the light and 

then we might stop having things like Ass-men or Leg-men. Like ass-men for 

example, I am pretty sure that it evolved into our very popular guy on guy… 

Moderator: Hey! Leave them out of this…they got their rights you know? It’s 

nobody’s faults that we see… 

ME & I:  We?? 

Moderator:  What?? Sharap two of you…mstchw! 

Me:  Hmm!, nawa o…well sha, back to what I was saying; they should really put 

up a law or something because the rate at which women are now indecently 

exposing themselves and thus harassing us is becoming unbearable 

I:  Haba, is it that serious? 

Me:  Yes o, it’s not a joke. It’s happening everywhere. When I go to shop in the 

market, minding my own business in a bus and the one that even gets to me is 

when it happens in the church.  

I: Hehe! Its true sha, that one has happened to me too 

Me:  You see…that’s why I am saying this law has to be made, so that by the time 

they start fining them, then all these mama’s would think twice and learn to get a 

shawl or wrapper to cover themselves as they breastfeed. 

I:  It’s not only old women nowadays, even young ladies and all these belle-

miss-road girls, not that I have anything against them, do it 

Me:  If it is those ones, it is understandable. At least they would be indecently 

exposing something decent, hehe! but the one I am talking about is all these 

fortyish and above women whose stretch marks are like zebra crossings and have 
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sagged badly that it is only fitting to nickname them sagacious…those are the 

ones I am talking about. 

I:  Hmm! Nawa for you o 

Me: No, leave it o. If the government is serious for once, they should put a man 

in charge of women affairs, so that… 

I:  Someone like whom? 

Me:  I am not vying, but if I was there it would be sure that I would do wonders. 

There would be massive enlightenment on a lot of things, by that time I would 

have finished my cleavage rule sef 

I:  Cleavage rule?  

Me:  Ehen nah, you mean I haven’t told you about it all these while? 

I:  No o, which one is that one again? 

Me:  It’s a set of rules governing ladies, young girls and old women who claim to 

be young at heart, on how they should act or behave with regards to their 

cleavage 

I:  Like what? 

Me:  Number one is if a woman has a nice cleavage she should be proud to show 

it off except, number two which is if the cleavage can be termed as a false 

package…so you see…nice cleavage, then show, false package, then don’t. 

I:  Which one is false package again nah? How do you come up with all these 

crazy ideas and terms everyday? 

Me:  If you like, stay there and dull yourself. False packages are those kinds of 

breasts that are like attachments and all they do, I mean the women, is package 

them into ‘confidence’ bra’s making it looked stuffed up and gallant, thus creating 

a cleavage mirage. 
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Moderator:  Yes, it happens…even some guys; I mean girls wear baggy trousers 

to… 

Me& I:  Abeg o!  

Me:  Number three is if it is not presentable, then don’t show it…this would be 

for ladies who have more hair on their chest than Esau or Jacob or any guy at all 

I:  Hehehehe! It can be so irritating…I can imagine me trying to …you 

know…and then spitting out hair…yuck! 

Me: Hehehe! That would be bad o. Number four is if you are lactating; don’t 

show off because you would make men to be baby-hating. It’s bad enough that 

nursing mothers have their breasts swollen up because of milk, which still puts it 

in the false package zone, but knowing that the breasts belongs to the child 

only…as in, off limits, no trespass zone…isn’t something to make any man smile 

about only if the child is his. 

I: Even that one won’t stop some men o! 

Me:  Number five is if you don’t want to show, then don’t wear a clothe that 

shows…because sometimes I see women putting their hands on their chests to 

cover up when they want to bend down to pick something or maybe sweep…they 

would be hiding it as if the clothes were forced on them, even the ones who are 

as flat as…I don’t even know sef 

I:  This is serious o! 

Me:  Yes it is. Shebi we are in a democratic dispensation and all the talk one 

hears is about revamping and all those other yeye catchphrases that politicians 

use, sha as for me, I believe I can do it and off-course make the change…With my 

right hand on my breast, I say: Yes I can… 
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When I Lost my Mind 

 

Its gonna be a long night 
One so boring with no light 
I see pictures in the dark 
Some vague, others stark 

Whatever it all means or not 
I can’t stop scratching my butt 

 

OMG…I think I have lost my mind…and my fingers has taken over…what you just read 

wasn’t written by me, they were written by my fingers…I wish I can stop them, but they 

had developed a mind of their own. Maybe if I try hard enough, I might succeed, but 

heck! I still have a missing mind to look for. 

Have you seen it?  

♫♫♫I hate you, you hate me 
We form one big haters club 
With a great big punch and  
Some diss from me to you 

Won’t you say you hate me too? ♫♫♫ 
 

Not again! …I have got a knife, gimme a board…I would kill these fingers tonight 
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Flashback: The Shokoto Story 

Whenever people ask me why I don’t go into town often, I simply tell them it’s because I am scared of 

flashy cars and tall buildings... and they would just laugh. 

 So first, lemme clear things up. I live in Abuja, but nowadays, everybody calls it “Abj”, but the truth of 

the matter is that I actually live in Kwali, which although is still in FCT, is not actually “Abj”...as in...it is 

not the fine city people have in mind when they hear “Abj” but you shouldn’t blame me o, because even 

people that live in Abaji which is like the outskirts of FCT and thus very far from “Abj” and people who 

live in places like Suleja, Mararaba and co, which are in some other state all together but sharing 

boundaries with FCT would quickly say they are staying in “Abj”. Abi who no like to associate with better 

thing? 

So back to it...I had to go into town, you know, to take care of some biznes. I had put on a beautifully 

sewn, extremely body-fitting, hand-designed and machine-finished native like that...don’t ask me what 

the hand and machine things mean, na so the tailor take tell me...then I knacked it with my correct, 

shiny Paul Smith shoes and that kind of Naeto C’s “ten over ten” Hausa cap...Mehn! I was 

takeaway...hehe! Even my mirror used me as a screensaver for that whole day. 

Fast forward the part of doing the biznes and going to the park to get a taxi...no be by force to get 

personal motor abeg, at least for drop, I fit sidon for owners corner...hehe! Sha, I couldn’t get a drop so I 

opted to enter a bus. I flagged down the first one I saw...one rickety green-white-green...and waited for 

someone to alight so I could enter. As I raised my leg to hop in, what I heard was ...Prraahhh!! ...I could 

have sworn that everyone in the bus heard it but were all trying to play nice. I couldn’t bring myself to 

check how bad it was because I knew it was definitely going to be a big tear. I just shifted to one side 

and kept to myself and then it hit me...I still had to go look for HP’s office in “Abj” ...kai! How will I waka 

this Abuja searching for their office with my shokoto laughing? Somehow, somehow, I found the inner 

courage I needed then assured myself that it wasn’t so bad; I was just going to look for their office, do 

what I had to do then go on home. 

As the bus reached its terminal, jerking anyhow as they always did, my self confidence was already 

building up and quickly too. As I put my leg to jump out, the next thing I heard was...grrah...Prraahhh!! 

...Again??  

….then some fine girl said sorry oo 
Being human, I have blocked the memory of the remaining part of what happened. 
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Spot the Differences 

 

The difference between: 

 

“Bend-down select” clothes & “Boutique” wears 

Na the pesin wey see you dey buy 

 

“Ajekpako”& “Ajebuta” 

Na comedians’ sabi am pass 

 

Shouting “Goal”& “Up NEPA” 

Are not so far apart 

 

“Mute”&“Dumb” 

One no fit tok, the other shouldn’t be allowed to 

 

“Mr. Biggs”& “Mama Ireti Kitchen” 

Nah the need to impress a chic 

 

“House-boy”& “House-girl” 

Na who fit give or carry belle 

 

“Slap”& “Knock” 

Na your body go tell you 
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“Fuck”& “Fcuk” 

Doesn’t matter cos we pronounce it the same way in our head 

 

“Suya”&“Barbeque” 

Be say the aboki arranging it fit be Boko Haram 

 

“Blackberry” & “Torchlight phone” 

No matter if they are both china products 

 

Letting out a “deadly fart” or “smelly gas” 

No matter if nah silent one 

 

“Living in hell”& “Living in bondage” 

Depends on how ugly your wife be 

 

“Akon” & “The Devil” 

Be say one actually wants the blame to be on him 

 

“Terminal Cancer” & “Erectile Dysfunction” 

You fit die without giving a fcuk or die trying to fcuk 

 

“Wife” & “Mistress” 

Starts with beauty cos men no dey love backwards 
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The First Kiss 

 

I‟m not writing this from experience, but from, ehm! … Watyacallit? …Inspiration. Yeah, that‟s 

the word, because really this kinda ish happens and sometimes it even plays out worse than this 

and then we get girls who end up calling guys names like: goats and dogs and pigs… or any 

name under the “folo-folo” woman nomenclature. 

 

GIRL THINKING: I can’t stand looking into Mark’s eyes. Whenever I do, I 

feel so lost in them…Bisi calls it drowning in love…Ah! This is so blissful; 

to have him hold me so close…I can hear his heart beating fast; just as fast 

as mine…Oh! he smells so good, isn’t he adorable?…Who would have believed 

that there are still guys on earth this charming, lovely and even 

understanding…most guys are brutes, Bisi can surely testify to that, but 

unlike Mark…he is just the best…he believed me when I told him I was a 

virgin unlike other guys and he didn’t even act shocked. It is so sweet of 

him to say he would wait till I am ready, it shows he really respects 

me…Well, if everything works out fine, he just might be the one; yeah, the 

one…I can imagine it with him, it might not be as messy as Bisi claimed, I am 

sure it would be lovely; well, I shouldn’t worry till when the time 

comes…Maybe I should let him kiss me today, just one kiss…I have been 

putting it off since just because I am shy, but to hell with being shy, at 

least with this my shirt and the way its showing my killing cleavage, he 

should know I am overcoming whatever shyness I have towards him…Ah! Look at 

how sensuous his lips are…I bet he would make my first kiss great…he would 

take the virginity of my lips…hehe *smiles* I really wonder what he is 

thinking…heck! I don’t care, he should kiss me already. 

 

GUY THINKING: Mehn! This is it. See how she is relaxed in my arms. I 

wonder why she keeps looking into my eyes…anyway sha, let her look, shebi she 

was the one that told me that making eye contact turns her on, I bet she 

can’t even remember she said it…Ah! This girl will kill me today with this 

her shirt; it is the best…this is the best cleavage view ever…Mehn! Look at 

those mounds…chai! See how my heart is beating fast…Boobsie, don’t worry 
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you hear, our time would come…Shey she said she is a virgin? No wahala…and 

to think that she was thinking that I was going to disbelieve her. Whether she 

is a virgin or not, it doesn’t change a thing, it even makes it 

worthwhile…All I have to do is wait, after all the patient dog eats the 

fattest bone and some flesh too...hehe!... but first, if only I could just 

kiss her today…just one kiss would suffice…from there other things will 

come…one kiss and other things shall be added, abi given to me…she has been 

pretending to be shy, saying that she isn’t ready. If I could just kiss her 

lightly today, by next week or so, we would graduate to frenching or so…Ehen 

nah, shey it is step by step, since I have gone past kissing her hands, the 

next would be her lips, then arms, then neck, the next thing; I would be 

kissing everywhere…Ah! Just this first kiss…see how she is looking at me, 

even smiling sef…I wonder what is going through her mind…Abeg joor, lemme 

start bringing my face to the kiss zone. 
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The thots of a MAD man’s fan #2 

 

“Why wouldn’t people be original? Ehn?...Tell me why…A mad man in the prime of 

his glory keeps his dreads and then people go about keeping dreads… A mad man 

is taken to a hospital where they fool around in the name of trying to cure him and 

then they shave his hair, half and half leaving him with a ridiculous hairstyle, then 

people go about creating hairstyles like ‘Gallas’ and the likes… 

 

 

 

…A mad man’s mad chic needs to look pretty and does all kind of ish to her hair 

including fixing weird attachments and then gals start to go gaga for ‘Brazilian 

hair’… A mad man and his mad chic prepares for a date and as such, they wear all 

sorts of rags of different colours too and the next thing we see are people starting 

a fashion trend they call ‘Colour-Blocking’…Kai! Why wouldn’t people just let a 

mad man be? Ehn?…Tell me why” 
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HOME, SWEET HOME 

Home, sweet home! There is no place like home. 

As much as I dislike clichés and bumper-sticker 

sentences, I have got to say it again: Home, sweet 

home!! 

Now that I think of it, I wonder who said it first. 

Maybe Cain when the mark was put on him…I 

can imagine him screaming “Oh God! Not the 

face”…and then he had to wander the face of the 

earth wondering when he could get back home or 

maybe it was Adam „n‟ Eve when thy got kicked 

out of their plush garden where Adam had danced 

nude with the monkeys and Eve rode wild 

stallions bare-back. 

 The four walls of a home mean a lot. They 

represent in many ways: joy, happiness, security, 

hope, relaxation…etc, etc… I could go on and 

on, or maybe I can‟t…and the size doesn‟t really 

matter or it does…the reason we got MTV cribs, 

one might say. 

Well, I want to talk…abi…write about my 

home. My own small, four wall. I like the space it 

has. It might be small to some people but it just 

fits me well. Whenever I am at home, there is 

this kind of peace that overwhelms me, some sort 

of relief from the strains that builds up in me. 

Sometimes, I find myself running home and those 

times sure does happen a lot. I should also add 

that those times are a lot amusing when I think 

about them later. At that moment, it always feels 

as if I would burst from within if I can‟t get 

home, but somehow…somehow, I have luckily 

never been unlucky. 

At home, I have a white seat. Mehn! I love that 

seat so much; sometimes I think it‟s magical. I 

secretly call it my seat of power. There was this 

time, sometime back then, when I was really 

upset and it was at night too, I felt this distress 

settle over me and I was very sick in my tummy, 

just when it was getting really bad, I rushed and 

sat on my white seat. Mehn! Did I feel so 

relieved?…It just did its magic and in a few 

minutes, I was feeling so light…unburdened… I 
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think I floated back to my bed. It was glorious, I 

tell you. Sometimes, just sitting there, I think of 

life and see how hard or messed up it is and then I 

wonder if I can make a big dump out of it. 

There are times when I would be at home, sitting 

on my favorite seat and I would just let my mind 

wander. It nearly happens all the time. Days like 

that, I would just sit tight and paint the noises I 

hear…off-course, I do it in my mind, but the 

effect is always cool…I have painted the sound of 

uncoiling a roll of paper, of water flowing 

downhill a pipe, of the tap-tap-tap of water 

dripping slowly from a faucet. It‟s just beautiful. 

Other times, I just sit and stare at the ceiling and 

try to count the number of boards. I always do 

that when I am very upset and it is hard to get it 

out. Doing this sometimes cools my muscles and 

help makes things flow much more easily. 

There are so many things I have done in the 

confinement of my lovely home. I can remember 

reading all of Stephanie Meyer‟s twilight series 

and seeing the film adaptations of the books…off-

course…while sitting on my favorite white seat. 

Other times, I would just send messages, or chat 

or make calls and I would be making all these 

weird noise and the person on the other end 

would laugh at how hilarious I was and all that, 

then sometimes I just sit there after relieving 

myself of the days stress and plan on what I 

would be eating or wearing to go out…heck! I 

even got the idea of doing this piece, while I was 

at home chilling on my magic seat. 

It‟s never a dull moment… damn these clichés 

and their importance…at home, but then the 

truth is: It‟s never always smooth.  Some days 

could be very terrible with lots of trying periods; 

like when I am tired but need to clean up my 

home or when I am very upset and it‟s hard for 

me to push out what I feel inside. In times like 

that, I find myself sweating profusely, with my 

teeth grinding into each other and my face; a 

mask of pain, but still my worst moments are 

when I rush home and I open the door, behold 

my magic  seat and then smile but when I look 

closely, I would scream “Oh shit! Who forgot to 

flush?” 
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Growing Old 

 

I don’t want to grow old 

And start loosing my hair fast 

But I want to grow old 

And quickly forget my ugly past 

I don’t want to grow old 

Still wishing my youth phase would last 

But I want to grow old 

And not worry about amassing wealth, however vast 

I don’t want to grow old 

And end up walking with a stick 

But I want to grow old 

Knowing I have reached my life’s peak 

I don’t want to grow old 

And start developing an arthritic streak 

But I want to grow old 

And stop worrying about what day it is in the week 

I don’t want to grow old 

Then start wondering, when would be my last breathe 

But I want to grow old 

Knowing I have the strong family gene for good health 

I don’t want to grow old 

And have to see at every corner; death 
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But I want to grow old 

And spend weekends wondering how to share my wealth 

I don’t want to grow old 

And see my surviving hair turn grey, or my beards 

But I want to grow old  

And see my kids become newly weds 

I don’t want to grow old 

And mostly find myself constricted to hospital beds 

But I want to grow old 

And see if my smile can still turn heads 

I don’t want to grow old 

And have everyone call me pops 

But I want to grow old 

Knowing I have no teeth to be decayed by excess lollipops 

I don’t want to grow old 

And have a stomach that can take only light soda pops 

But I want to grow old 

And not bother when people say “See how that oldie burps?” 

I don’t want to grow old 

Finding it hard to take a leak without using Viagra 

But I want to grow old 

And gist people about my visit to Niagara 

I don’t want to grow old 

And die of mere boredom 
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But I want to grow old 

Laughing at the silly names kids come up with for condom 

I don’t want to grow old 

And have people expecting all my words to be full of wisdom 

But I want to grow old 

Knowing I am going to my father’s kingdom 
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“jaga-jaga walaha” 

Remixing ♫♫♫Everything Jaga-jaga…Everything Scata-scata♫♫♫  

 

 

I wake from sleep 

with much expectation 

hoping my day would just go right 

its nice to see the sun rays streaking through the holes in the curtain 

I smile to myself as I stretch a little 

I try to cover my yawn but give up at last 

I wonder what I would do first 

brush my teeth or play some music 

maybe grab a bite and see what comes next 

I push the sheets away and take the first step 

the ground feels cold, sort of moist 

I slowly look down and its was my puke from last night 

when Lola said she was pregnant and I drank myself to sleep 
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Message from our Sponsors 

…… 

………………. 

………………………………….. 

This November… 

He who brings Kola, brings Life 

 

Visit www.theafricanstreetwriter.com/kolaawards for more info 

 

Alright …And we are….back! 

http://www.theafricanstreetwriter.com/
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Head Gear Parade 

 

My legs are now hurting, 

My fingers are a little bit numb 

I wonder where I kept my hankie, 

So I could swipe my sweaty face. 

My long tired arms are still trying 

To do a quick trick and get me ready  

For today’s head gear parade 

 

There is no smile on my face 

I bet my mirror tires of me too 

Standing in front of it; trying to tie a knot, 

Or twisting a pin, to hold loose parts together 

Thank God I haven’t worn my blouse yet 

Or else I could have wrinkled it preparing 

For today’s head gear parade 

  

Earlier, my son screamed and gave me a fright 

When he entered into my room 

He said he saw me when he stood before the mirror 

Because my mirror had accidentally forgotten 

That other people existed apart from me 

But I won’t let his jokes spoil my mood 

For today’s head gear parade 
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Now I’m wishing I had gone to Aunty Christy 

And gotten her to do her magic 

As she always created classic styles 

 That stood out, even at weddings  

But here am I, still struggling and now running late 

For my friend’s first daughter’s wedding and  

For today’s head gear parade   
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Before you call it a day/night or 

whatever…presuming you have read this 

far…allow me to leave you with some of my 

food for thoughts 
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Questions That Need Answers 

If I fart now, 

I hope she wouldn’t know? 

If I tell that soldier waka, 

What will he do? 

If I put an empty hand in the offering box, 

What will the church warden do? 

If I dance with that mad woman, 

What will people say? 

If my Oga catches me kissing his wife, 

What will he do? 

If I tell that mountain to move, 

What will hop? 

If I put water in my fuel tank, 

How will my car react? 

If I step on that rabid dogs tail, 

Will it politely say excuse? 

If I add a little engine oil to my stew, 

How will it taste? 

If my neigbour catches me wearing her bra, 

How do I explain myself? 

If I feel pressed in the middle of an interview, 

What should I do? 
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If I get a hard-on while going for communion, 

How should I hide it? 

If I fall in love with my girlfriends brother, 

Who do I tell? 

If I should loose my job, wife and kids today, 

Will I survive it? 

If my wife, her sister and her niece are all pregnant for me, 

How should I handle it? 

If I have got just one hour left to live, 

What should I do first? 

If I am involved with a magun-cursed woman, 

Will I summersault to death? 

If I get a chance to go abroad, 

Will I come back? 

If my keys were to go down the toilet, 

Will I be able to reach for it with my hands? 

If I get to see a genie tonight, 

What will be my first wish? 

If my daughter decides to marry ‘Akpos’ 

What would I tell her? 

If you have downloaded this E-blogzine, 

Will you share it? 

And finally, if the world were to end now, 

Where will you go? 
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I finally found my mind 

Phew! After much, I finally found my mind out in the street playing soccer…I can’t still 

understand why in my hand’s name it would want to run away. Well, all is well that ends 

wellllll…5♛ss✄h5$#유卐☠ 

What did the Tall man ask the Short man? 
“How is the weather like down there?” 

What did the Short man ask the tall man? 
“What is the view like from up there?” 

What did the Fat man ask the Skinny man? 
“Are those my feet or yours?” 

What did the skinny man tell the fat man? 
“It seems my socks are growing bigger” 

 
Jeez!…the fingers are back…I thought I killed you. I would go django on your thumbs 
if you don’t stop interuptinggggggg&7gg0225NN33365�♣♦◘○☺♥⌘…me…♋☸웃♥유ٿ❣ 

 

Frank played a Prank 
That caused Hank 
To Wank in a Bank 
Until he went Lank  
Trying to fill a Tank 

With his spunk hitting bottom with a clank 
 

 

Alright…it‟s all good now…it has been taken care off…by the way, have you met my „MIND‟ 
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 Credits 

Off course I hate introductions but I have to do this, so lemme introduce my 
acknowledgement…okay this doesn’t feel right. 
Lemme start all over… 
I thank you for reading and I thank me for writing 
Ohhkay…too short 
Lemme start again… 
I thank>>> 
God for the ideas and the means † 
My parents for letting me watch TV at the right time 
Mamina, for reading those books to me 
Kachi and Dinma for being themselves 
Simeon for sharing the DREAM 
Poetic Doctor CJ for being the supercool poet that he is 
MC Life & Sisei & Omoh for the love ♥  
Kelechi Njoku…Imela! 
Seun for waking me up…Oshe! 
Nural’din for the tight concept⌘ 
Lekan, Nuru, Odafe, Spikey, Vena, Gregy & Pentose…the jonsing friends…for the 
bioluminescence and non-bioluminescence ‘happiness’ 
Kriston Kama for really trying…so hard 
The real and the true Stephen for the books 
MaU for the frustration that bred jonsing 
All my English Mistresses...as in secondary school teachers’ o…for giving me something 
to crush on 
Then, a big thank you to YOU! 
Thanks a lot for downloading and sharing…I have thanked you o…so you berra share. 
Lastly, I thank me and Dr. Belly…for every other thing. 

Photo Credits : media01.bigblackbag.net;frontpageafricaonline.com; 

cinematlmagazine.com;quirkyisokay.blogspot.com;bumpybrains.com;1.bp.blogspot.com;funnypica.com;f

reakingnews.com;funny-pics.com;memegenerator.net;rybukumuka.blogspot.com;nyweddingphotos.com 

ohyouknowthatiddoanythingforyou.tumblr.com 

 

http://www.frontpageafricaonline.com/
http://cinematlmagazine.com/
http://quirkyisokay.blogspot.com/
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/
http://www.funnypica.com/
http://www.freakingnews.com/
http://www.freakingnews.com/
http://www.memegenerator.netwww.rybukumuka.blogspot.comwww.nyweddingphotos.com/
http://ohyouknowthatiddoanythingforyou.tumblr.com/
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